
My wedding Vision 
Transfer the words or letters from the quiz that you took, fill the empty lines and your 
vision should appear in front of you like magic…. This could be your map for all the 
decisions that will arise along the way when planning your wedding.  

Stay true to it and try to not get side tracked by outside influences – only you and your 
fiancé can decide what your wedding should be like. 

 

I would like to get married in (1)_______________________ and invite 

around (2)___________guests. We will try not to not spend more than 

_______because we are aware that there is a life after the wedding too! 

Our realistic budget is _______________________(add) 

 

In our budget, I’d like us to focus on these areas 

(4)_________________________, ____________________________,  

and ___________________________ - this is where we will pay most of 

our attention to and make sure we do these really well. 

The environment we marry in should be 

(5)______________________________,__________________________



and _________________________________________and it must be/ 

have (6)___________________________________________ 

Areas where we don’t mind to splurge are:  

(7)a___________________ Reason(fill out now) ____________________________ 

(7)b___________________Reason:______________________________ 

(7)c___________________Reason:______________________________ 

(7)d___________________Reason:______________________________ 

(7)e___________________Reason:______________________________ 

 

I believe that by focusing on creating beautiful(8a)____________________, 

(8b)_________________________(8c)___________________________ 

and (8d)__________________________, the styling of our wedding will be 

extraordinary. 

To make our wedding special to us, I would like to include these traditions: 

(9a)______________________________(9b)______________________

(9c)______________________________(9d)________________  

and if there is time: ____________________________________(add any) 

 



I would describe my wedding as 

(11)_______________________________, _______________________ 

and (add any)_______________________________________________ 

And the general atmosphere will be influenced by the 

____________________________&______________________________

vibes that I love so much 

It is really important to me that the wedding feels 

_____________________________, ____________________________ 

& ______________________________________! 

I think it would be great if our wedding was held: (= the letter which you 

circled in the quiz) 

A = on the coast or beach 

B = surrounded by mountains 

C = in a foresty setting 

D= at an old manor house, chateau or estate home 

E = at a boutique hotel, fancy restaurant or elegant country club 

F = at an charming vineyard or country inn 

G = somewhere remote.. perhaps we could even elope? 

H = a festival or camp site wedding with glamping and bonfire 

I = In a garden, park, glass house or other green setting 

J = somewhere hip and happening in the city, such as at a roof top or 



warehouse 

K= at a rustic farm or plantation 

L = a house or venue with a view of a lake 

M= in a backyard or barn 

In our wedding, we must pay a homage to our extra special memory 

(15)________________________________ by displaying a photo, or 

including a colour, or basing a decorative element on it, or any other creative 

way that we find appropriate. 

 

 

There you go – this is your honest and authentic wedding vision plan. Use it 

to navigate when planning the wedding of your dreams, in the way which is 

going to be most significant to you and your fiancé. 

Ps. If you had to exclude something from the vision quiz, there is nothing 
that say you can’t include it in the wedding of course! The purpose is merely 
to highlight what is most meaningful, and where you should focus your 
energy. 

 


